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What sport shermen need to know about the king
salmon crisis
It’s going to get worse before it gets better, Fish and Game says at salmon
symposium
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Few issues will keep Juneauites inside on a sunny evening, but salmon conservation is
among them.
With king salmon shing closed until mid-June,
more than 100 people packed a ballroom at
Centennial Hall on Monday to hear from the
Sheraton Kona
Resort & Spa at
Keauhou Bay
Book now for Summer
travel
ROLLOVER TO
BOOK NOW

Alaska Department of Fish and Game on what’s
expected to be another year of low returns on
many Southeast rivers.
It’s a “doom and gloom” situation, said Alaska
Department of Fish and Game’s Ed Jones, but
one the department hopes will turn around in
the next few years.

Territorial Sportsmen hosted the event, the 2018 Salmon Symposium.
In brief, here’s what ADFG o cials had to say about Southeast’s Chinook crisis.

King salmon returns are down across Southeast
With few exceptions, king salmon returns are not expected to meet management goals on
Southeast river systems this year.
Of the Chilkat, Taku, Stikine, Unuk and Situk, river systems, only the Situk River is expected
to meet escapement goals for this year, according to ADFG forecasts
(http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?
adfg=pressreleases.pr12222017&_ga=2.23630266.105167992.1523997757788754475.1495920412), released in December.
The Taku and the Chilkat haven’t met escapement goals recently. The Taku River returned a
record-low number of king salmon last year and didn’t meet escapement goals in 2016. It’s
expected to only return 4,700 large adult Chinook this year, a new record low. A productive
number of Chinook, according to ADFG, would fall in the 19,000-36,000 range.
http://juneauempire.com/local/news/2018-04-17/what-sport-fishermen-need-know-about-king-salmon-crisis
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The Chilkat River has missed escapement goals ve of the last six years and Haines sport
shermen haven’t been able to target king salmon since 2015, ADFG’s Brian Elliott said.
That year was an “outlier” in an overall trend of recent poor production.

Regulations have been restricted to boost stocks
ADFG has reduced shing opportunities for shermen of all stripes this year in an e ort to
keep shing pressure o struggling Chinook stocks.
The coastwide abundance index is the broadest number Fish and Game uses to set overall
regulations in Southeast. It’s on a scale of 1.0-2.1.
“Based on what that number comes in at, the regional restrictions are set for the year. …
The higher the abundance index number, the more liberalized the regulations are,” ADFG
sport sh management biologist Dan Teske said.
This year it’s at 1.07 — a number which calls for drastic drawbacks in shing opportunities.
Full shing regulations, which change depending on the shing area and include by bag
and possession limits, can be found at ADFG.alaska.gov.
In short, sport shermen in the Juneau area and around Southeast won’t be able to retain
king salmon until June 15, after the bulk of the Taku River run has made it up river to
spawn. In early June, ADFG will assess the strength of the hatchery run in the Juneau area
and may open up a special harvest area for those sh.
Commercial shermen also su ered (http://juneauempire.com/local/news/2018-0405/commercial- shermen-hit-hard-king-cuts)cuts
(http://juneauempire.com/local/news/2018-04-05/commercial- shermen-hit-hard-kingcuts). Troll shermen had their allocation cut substantially and drift gillnet shermen won’t
be able to sh certain areas in Taku Inlet early in the season.

Something’s happening in the ocean
Management biologists don’t know much, yet, about why king salmon numbers are in
decline across Southeast. They are con dent in one thing: it’s a salty problem.
Their analysis tells them king salmon are su ering increased mortality in the ocean
environment, not in the freshwater river systems, where they spend their early life and
where they come to spawn and die.
“There are two main ingredients,” to a salmon run, biologist Phil Richards explained.
“You’ve got your freshwater production and your marine survival.”
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ADFG measures both ingredients on several rivers in Southeast. Freshwater production is
measured by estimating the number of smolt, or juvenile sh, leaving the river every year.
Marine survival is measured in the spawning abundance, the number of adult sh
returning to the river to reproduce and die.
One ingredient is still doing ne.
“Smolt abundance is relatively stable for the Taku River,” Richards said.
What’s dropped is the number of returning salmon. For the period previous to 2007, about
4 percent of outgoing juvenile salmon returned to the Taku River as adults. That’s dropped
to an average of a little less than 2 percent since then.
This tells managers that more Taku Chinook salmon are dying in the ocean than had been
previously. For Taku kings, this mortaility is probably occuring in the Gulf of Alaska and
Bering Sea, where they spend most of their adult lives.
While ADFG knows where salmon are su ering, they don’t know when or why. They are
somewhat con dent that it’s a problem with early marine mortality, that young king
salmon aren’t making it past their rst years in the ocean, a problem which could be
related to the availability of (http://juneauempire.com/local/2017-04-30/what-s-causingtaku-king-salmon-s-decline)food (http://juneauempire.com/local/2017-04-30/what-scausing-taku-king-salmon-s-decline).

We’re still at least two years out from any turnaround
Returns on the Taku River and across Southeast probably won’t improve for at least two
years, managers say.
“The foreseeable future looks pretty grim for Southeast Alaska. … We’ve seen no indication
that this will turn around in one to two years,” Richards said.
Poor run returns compound, Richards explained. Every consecutive year that salmon
returns are low means it’s more likely to happen again the next year.
Any given king salmon run is made up of several age classes. Some sh return to spawn
after only two years at sea. Others stay out longer.
Because the Taku has experienced two straight years of poor marine survival, the o spring
of those returning salmon — call them the freshmen and sophomore classes — are small,
compared to historic numbers. The more small classes the school has, the smaller, overall,
the student body — or the number of returning salmon — gets.
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“Why we’re in trouble right now is this is the rst time we’ve had two consecutive marine
survivals around 1 percent,” Richards said.
This is compounded by a couple of related trends, like the fact that salmon are returning at
younger ages and females are making up a smaller portion of escapements. Richards
called it a “double whammy.”
• Contact reporter Kevin Gullufsen at 523-2228 and kgullufsen@gmail.com
(mailto:kgullufsen@gmail.com). Follow him on Twitter at @KevinGullufsen.
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Michael Bishop
It’s all over but the drainage of the Permanent Fund. This ship started taking on water three years
ago and almost every one forgot to notice. Except for those who saw sb21, deficit spending and
no inflation proofing of the Permanent fund along with the grand larcenous theft of dividends by a
lawyer pretending to be a governor as part and parcel of really poor fiduciary awareness. Buts
that’s just their job. Maybe we can mortgage our soul to
.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 4w

Elizabeth Arnett · Retired at No Employer
And this is related to king salmon how???
Like · Reply ·
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Renn Nelson · Ketchikan High School
it would have to bew a conspiracy not implausable that they lie about fish returns to start
controling markets and making everyone believe we are totaly dependant upon oil
revenues to fund state budgets to have the whole country and possibly a new world order
take over but lieing to fishermen about fish isnt going to be easy who knows maybe? hey
we could write a conspiracy book and see if it could be turned into a movie
Like · Reply · 3w

Jim Coleman
The cause to me seems so obvious. The number of salmon leaving the Taku is fine. Meaning the
river is fine and a good breeding ground. The salmon aren't coming back. Has anyone been
tracking the huge foreign mega trawlers? Nets that extend to the depths for miles? Our oceans
are being scraped clean of all life.
Like · Reply ·
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Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
Put a sock in it Jim. This is supposed to be a serious conversation.
Like · Reply · 4w

Kathleen M.K. Menke · Owner at Crystal Images Photography and Publishing
One factor..
Like · Reply · 4w

Josh O. Dybdahl · Works at Slab Bay
Visit the North Pacific Fisheries Council page online....it will tell you what you want to
hear....CHINOOK BYCATCH in Gulf Of Alaska and Bering Sea Trawl Fisheries.....The ADFG
knows what's happening to these fish...Sam Cotten is on the Management Council.....the ADfG is
to blame....letting these billion dollar fishing corporations rape our resources while taking bribes
and $$$$$ in exchange for their turned head and silence....END All TRAWL fisheries or face
extinction
Like · Reply ·

3 · 4w

Phillip Moser · Marine Mammal Observer at Coeur Alaska
Hi Josh, at the conference they made it clear that most of the mortality was happening in
the first few months after the salmon left freshwater. My guess would be a problem with
ocean conditions in or around the gulf or a problem with prey availability for those smaller
size fish.
Like · Reply · 4w

Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
Phillip Moser "They are somewhat confident that it’s a problem with early marine
mortality, that young king salmon aren’t making it past their first years in the ocean, a
problem which could be related to the availability of food."
Being "somewhat confident" is hardly making it clear IMO.
Like · Reply · 4w

Phillip Moser · Marine Mammal Observer at Coeur Alaska
Bill Yankee They attached satellite trackers to outgoing fish and followed their progress. I
can't remember how many trackers they used, but because of their expense compared to
wire tags they aren't able to tag as many comparatively. But based on that data, that was
http://juneauempire.com/local/news/2018-04-17/what-sport-fishermen-need-know-about-king-salmon-crisis
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their conclusion. Thank you for asking for clarification, I tend to hedge what should be a
straightforward statement.
Like · Reply · 4w
Show 10 more replies in this thread

Kathleen M.K. Menke · Owner at Crystal Images Photography and Publishing
What happens in the oceans is directly related to how we treat our land and watersheds. These
are not isolated environments. Ocean acidification and global/ocean warming are directly tied to
our freshwater activities.
Like · Reply ·
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Jeff Johnson · Brainerd, Minnesota
Salmon collapse in entire pacific,what's Fukushima?You can't figure out what's happening when
they have been dumping 3-400 tons a day of highly radioactive water into the Pacific for over 7
years?
Like · Reply ·

1 · 4w

Charlotte Lenox · University of Alaska Southeast
Nah, wouldn't kill them outright unless they were next to a melted core. And why only
kings, then? Also, why does nature flourish at Chernobyl? Most animals are too short
lived, especially salmon, for radiation to have a detrimental effect. Plus, no humans. It is,
however, potentially bad for us if they do carry radiation, and we or some other long lived
animal, eat them.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 4w

Jeff Johnson · Brainerd, Minnesota
It doesn't kill them outright,it has killed the base of the food chain.All the tide pools down
the west coast are dead post Fukushima,sea birds dying and washing up by the ton,the
list is endless.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 4w

Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
Jeff Johnson The list may be endless but the cause you are assuming has nothing to do
with it. Stop with the speculation as it just wastes our time IMO.
Like · Reply · 4w

Wilcox LeAnn Sean Mattson · Teacher Aide at Gustavus School
What about the mt. Polly disaster a few years back at the headwaters of the taku. Take the mine
particles back out with them
Like · Reply · 4w

Charlotte Lenox · University of Alaska Southeast
From what I've read from interviewees, Mt. Polley was a different, though equally
disastrous, situation. No doubt mining is a terrible threat to salmon, mainly because
mining partnerships cut corners, lie, abandon messes, and don't give a crap about
environment, only money--but I don't think mines are causing the decline of SE kings. In
that, I agree with the people monitoring and studying them.
Like · Reply · 4w
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Ronald O'Neil · Whale Pass, Alaska
Isn't it time to start fish hatcheries to help boost stocks?
Like · Reply · 4w

Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
You're joking, right?
Like · Reply · 4w

Ronald O'Neil · Whale Pass, Alaska
Bill Yankee no we could put hatcheries on the rivers in question.
Like · Reply · 4w

Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
Ronald O'Neil The problem is not the rivers, it's ocean mortality. You would jeopardize the
genetics of those king salmon without finding the solution to the problem?
Actually we still don't know the reasons to the problem but they could be related to our
producing too many hatchery salmon already.
Like · Reply · 4w
Show 2 more replies in this thread

Jeep Hann · Soldotna, Alaska
Comm fish has activly been at war with King salmon on the Kenai since the early '80s. All
commercial fishing for them was closed during the '60s because 125,000 had not made it to the
river. Nowdays the estimated escapment goal is under 6,000 fish, and that only needs to be
estimated by a comm fish biologist.
Like · Reply · 3w

Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
Last years escapement numbers were nearly 6k for early king run and over 21k for later
run. And those numbers are from sonar counter.
We try to keep the bullchit to a minimum here, Jeep!
Like · Reply · 3w

Jeep Hann · Soldotna, Alaska
Bill Yankee
Like · Reply · 3w

Jeep Hann · Soldotna, Alaska
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/FishCounts/index.cfm... Here are the cumulative fish
counts, This is the count from both runs, early and late, I have no clue where you pull
your numbers, Maybe from some fake news site like MSNBC?
Like · Reply · 3w
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Renn Nelson · Ketchikan High School
HIGH SEAS INTERCEPTION but if we cry to loud it might spark an international incident probably
made a deal with japan to get them to slow down the whale harvest by being quiet on high seas
http://juneauempire.com/local/news/2018-04-17/what-sport-fishermen-need-know-about-king-salmon-crisis
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interception
Like · Reply · 3w

Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
OK Renn, give us your reasoning about why its only king salmon that are intercepted.
Like · Reply ·

1 · 3w

Renn Nelson · Ketchikan High School
Bill Yankee who says it is runs of all are down kings are just the litmus test they are using
an besides with track technology now days they could follow the runs how much would
japan pay for that kind of info? and what species would they target?
Like · Reply · 3w

Bill Yankee · Eastern Washington University
Renn Nelson Our runs are not down, only king salmon. Why are say Japanese not
targeting other fish like they used to before 200 mile limit. I'd like to know how they could
even target kings (you say tracking) but wild fish don't have tracking so throw me a bone
here and explain, please. There has been some experimental tracking devices very
recently but our king salmon have been struggling for a long time and no tracking.
I think you are dreaming about high seas interception as there would be other fish
showing large losses, since gillnets don't just take king salmon, and further F & G seems
to think those kings are taken early in their life. Why would they want to intercept trout
sized fish?? Are you suggesting they are after pinks and incidently are taking immature
kings?
Like · Reply ·

1 · 3w

Show 3 more replies in this thread
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